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Abstract: Retinal fundus images are used to discover many diseases. Several
Machine learning algorithms are designed to identify the Glaucoma disease.
But the accuracy and time consumption performance were not improved. To
address this problem Max Pool Convolution Neural Kuan Filtered Tobit Regres-
sive Segmentation based Radial Basis Image Classifier (MPCNKFTRS-RBIC)
Model is used for detecting the Glaucoma and Stargardt’s disease by early period
using higher accuracy and minimal time. In MPCNKFTRS-RBIC Model, the ret-
inal fundus image is considered as an input which is preprocessed in hidden layer
1 using weighted adaptive Kuan filter. Then, preprocessed retinal fundus is given
for hidden layer 2 for extracting the features like color, intensity, texture with
higher accuracy. After extracting these features, the Tobit Regressive Segmenta-
tion process is performed by hidden layer 3 for partitioning preprocessed image
within more segments by analyzing the pixel with the extracted features of the
fundus image. Then, the segmented image was given to output layer. The radial
basis function analyzes the testing image region of a particular class as well as
training image region with higher accuracy and minimum time consumption.
Simulation is performed with retinal fundus image dataset with various perfor-
mance metrics namely peak signal-to-noise ratio, accuracy and time, error rate
concerning several retina fundus image and image size.

Keywords: Glaucoma detection; max pool convolution neural network; kuan
filter; radial basis function

1 Introduction

In early recognition, image is the significant function for identifying of diverse health associated with
patient. The eye disorder affects the optic nerve and eventually leads to fractional or complete vision loss.
Hence, there is a strong need for early screening of eye disorders to avoid lasting vision misfortune.
Several techniques are designed to accurate identification of eye disorders using fundus images.

Random Implication Image Classifier Technique (RIICT) was introduced by [1] it provides a better
accuracy result, but the time consumption of disease detection was not reduced. Deep Convolutional
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Neural Networks (DCNN) classifier were developed by [2] However, the classifier failed to examine the
performance of the disease detection with lesser time consumption. An integrated CNN and recurrent
neural network (RNN) were developed in [3] but the filtering technique was not applied for improve Peak
Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR). Supervised learning methods were introduced in [4] for automatic
detection using fundus images. However, the segmentation process was not performed to improve the
detection accuracy. Deep Learning schemes was developed in [5] but the models were not learning the
significant features to reduce the time consumption. Machine learning methods combined with
metaheuristic approach were proposed by [6] to retinal image. However, the designed approach
unsuccessful for providing optimality detection as well as classification by using high-resolution retinal
images. A new generative adversarial network was developed in [7] it distinctively differentiates different
kinds of fundus diseases. A wavelet-based glaucoma detection algorithm was designed in [8] for real-time
screening systems. But the accurate detection was not achieved.

A contour transformation was developed in [9] it failed to reduce the time consumption of glaucoma
classification. A new MFCN (multi task fully convolution network) was developed in [10] for removing
features to glaucoma identification but model was unsuccessful for achieving image segmentation to
improve the accuracy of glaucoma diagnosis further. Dolph-Chebyshev matched filter were designed by
[11] on fundus images. Designed method increases the accuracy and minimizes the False Positive
Fraction and time was not minimized. Glowworm Swarm Optimization was developed by [12] to
automatically detect the retinal fundus images. But algorithm was unsuccessful for performing accurate
finding of optic disc for automated glaucoma identification.

The Flexible Analytic Wavelet Transforms (FAWT) based new method was developed in [13] to classify
glaucoma. But the method failed to perform the image preprocessing for accurate classification of glaucoma.
Awavelet-based glaucoma detection method was introduced in [14] for real-time screening systems. But the
method was not efficient for processing a large number of high-resolution retinal images. Recurrent Fully
Convolutional Network (RFC-Net) was developed by [15] to optic disk with a minimum cross-entropy
loss function. But the designed method failed to determine methods of optic disk tested in a larger
database. An automatic two-stage glaucoma screening system was developed in [16] to classify
glaucomatous images. But the time complexity analysis was not performed.

An Artificially Intelligent glaucoma expert system was introduced in [17] But the system was not
feasible for accurate detection with a minimum error rate. Different classification and segmentation
algorithms were developed in [18] However, the designed algorithms failed for precise evaluation of
retinal to increase accuracy of glaucoma detection. A deep learning architecture was presented in [19]
with higher accuracy. But the image quality enhancement process was not achieved for reducing time
consumption. A region growing and locally adaptive Thresholding method was presented in [20] to optic
disc. However, it was not efficient for enhancing accuracy and reducing computational time.

To solve existing issues, a novel technique called the MPCNKFTRS-RBIC model is developed and the
key contributions summarized are given below:

� To improve Glaucoma and Stargardt’s Disease detection accuracy, an MPCNKFTRS-RBIC model is
developed to significantly enhance the classification performance.

� Aweighted adaptive Kuan filtering was utilized for extracting unnecessary noise as well as improves
image feature. It aids to reduce mean square error as well as improve PSNR.

� To reduce disease detection time, the MPCNKFTRS-RBIC model performs feature extraction and
segmentation. Max pooling operations are carried out for minimizing input image as well as
remove color, texture, and intensity features. Next, Tobit regression was utilized for analyzing
pixels and attains the segmented regions based on the Ruzicka similarity.
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� Lastly, accuracy was increased with utilizing radial basis function for analyzing testing and training
image region.

� Experimental analyses are carried out with various methods and image databases to determine the
performance improvement of the MPCNKFTRS-RBIC model than the standard and other related
approaches.

The article is summarized as follows. Section 2 provides methodology with an architecture diagram.
Experimental settings are provided in Section 3, which gives details about the implementation. Section
4 illustrates results and discussion that includes a description of evaluative measures and performance
analysis. The conclusion is presented in Section 5.

2 Methodology

Glaucoma damages optic nerve and consequently blinds the vision. The fundus is used for collecting
retinal images, as well as images are used to glaucoma. But early detection of glaucoma becomes a
demanding issue. Glaucoma with various machine learning methods is most popular. However, it is not
efficient to solve issues for accurate detection using lesser time as well as error rate. MPCNKFTRS-RBIC
is utilized to disease identification of glaucoma.

Fig. 1 illustrates a basic architecture of the proposed MPCNKFTRS-RBIC model to identify the disease
at earlier stages based on four different steps. The numerous training fundus images I1; I2; I3; . . . :In were
gathered over database of image.

Fig. 2 describes structure of Deep Convolutional Neural Network framework. Structure comprises
several layers and neurons. In Connectedness neural network, the nodes were fully associated with
another layer form entire network. The numerous training fundus images I1; I2; I3; . . . :In are considered
as an input, and activity of neuron is shown by,

xðtÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1
IiðtÞ a0 þ b (1)

where ‘xðtÞ’ indicates the input layer output. ‘IiðtÞ’ denotes the training fundus images, a0’ represents weight
assigned by input layer, ‘b’ symbolizes bias is ‘1’. After that, input is sent within first hidden layer.

Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed MPCNKFTRS-RBIC model
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2.1 Weighted Adaptive Kuan Filter

The proposed MPCNKFTRS-RBIC model starts to perform the image preprocessing. The preprocessing
step involves image resize, noise removal and enhances the quality, resulting in improved disease
identification accuracy. Consider retinal fundus is ‘I’ and number of pixels in the images were
represented as q1; q2; q3 . . . qn. The n * n filtering window is considered for removing the noise pixels.
The image pixels are arranged in ascending order and the center value is taken by center pixel within
filtering window. If the even number of pixels within filtering window, average value of two pixels is
taken by center value.

Fig. 3 illustrates the 3 × 3 filtering window, where nine pixels were arranged as well as central
coordinates of a pixel in the window are represented as ðqijÞ. The filtered output is given below,

F ¼ mþ w qij � m
�� �� (2)

where F symbolizes the filtering output, m indicates the local mean, w represents weighting function that
allocate better weight to pixel is nearer to central pixel ‘qij’. Pixel deviates over mean value was filtered
from images. This helps to improve the image quality for further processing.

2.2 Max Pooling Operation-Based Feature Extraction

Behind preprocessing of input retinal fundus image, the feature extraction process was carried out within
second hidden layer. If convolution layers carry out the feature maps, the dimensionality of the image size
needs to reduce for extracting meaningful features. This is addressed by applying the Max Pooling operation.
Max Pooling removes highest value of pixels in the given region. Therefore, output of max-pooling layer
comprises important features of feature map.

Figure 2: Structure of max pool convolution neural network

Figure 3: Filtering window
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Fig. 4, illustrates the operation of Max pooling operations by 4*4 channels with 2*2 kernels. In
4*4 channel, 2*2 with kernel focuses channel has four-pixel values q1, q2, q3, and q4. Max-Pooling
picks the maximum pixel value from that set which is “q2”. Similarly, maximum values are picked from
the other 2*2 set. Thus, the max-pooling provides important attribute of feature map. Here, color, texture,
and pixel intensity are considered important features that are extracted from each patch. To extract color
feature, image is converted over Red Green Blue (RGB) into the Hue Saturation Value (HSV) (mean,
deviation, skewness) color space. For each patch, the mean is estimated as

l ¼
Pn

i¼1 qi
n

(3)

where l denotes a mean, n denotes the number of pixels within each patch, qi indicates the pixel intensity in
HSV channels. The variance is measured as given below,

D2 ¼ 1

n

Xn

i¼1
ðqi � lÞ2 (4)

where, D2 indicates a variance, l denotes a mean. With the estimated mean and variance, the skewness is
measured as given below,

b ¼
1

n

Xn

i¼1
qi � lð Þ3ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1

n

Xn

i¼1
qi � lð Þ2

� �3
s (5)

where b indicates the skewness. After extracting the color feature, texture features are extracted for finding
the spatial illustration of color or intensities in each patch of an image. The texture is evaluated depending on
the correlation between the pixels.

M ¼
P

i

P
i qi � liÞðqj � lj
� �

bi bj
(6)

whereM shows the correlation, li and lj are the mean of the pixel intensity, bi bj denotes a deviation from its
mean. The pixel intensity of the image is given below,

pi ¼
X

i

X
j
qi � qj

�� ��2 (7)

where pi indicates the intensity of the pixels (qi) and their neighboring pixels qj . In this way, the features of
the input image are extracted.

Figure 4: Operation of max pooling
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2.3 Ruzicka Indexed Tobit Regressive Segmentation

Tobit Regressive Segmentation process is performed within hidden layer 3 for partitioning preprocessed
image within more segments through analyzing the pixel with the extracted features of the retinal fundus
image. Tobit Regression is a statistical method that helps to determine the linear relationships between
pixels in the image. Fig. 5 portrays the process of image segmentation using the Ruzicka indexed Tobit
Regression algorithm. The regression function takes the input preprocessed image with extracted features.
The regression functions analyze the pixels of the input images Ruzicka similarity index.

The Ruzicka index was applied for identifying linear relationships among pixels. Ruzicka similarity is
used for measuring the relationships between pixels.

S ¼ qi \ qjP
qi þ

P
qj � qi \ qj

(8)

where ‘S’ indicates a Ruzicka similarity coefficient, qi represents pixels of the image, qj denotes a
neighboring pixel of image,

P
qi indicates sum of score of qi,

P
qj represents sum of score of qj,

qi \ qj denotes mutual dependence among pixels as well as neighboring pixels. The coefficient gives
similarity value among 0 and 1 0 � S � 1ð Þ. Depend on similarity value, pixels are segmented into
different regions. The segmented regions are given as input to the classification process. It is expressed as

hðtÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1
IiðtÞ a0 þ a1 � hi�1½ � (9)

where ‘h tð Þ’ indicates the hidden layer output, ‘a0’ denotes the weight among input and hidden layers, hi�1

denotes an output of the previously hidden layer, a1 indicates weight of hidden layer.

Finally, the classification was performed at output layer. Radial basis function is applied for testing and
training image by output layer for detecting disease using better accuracy.

fR ¼ exp � xi � yj
�� ��2
2 � r2

" #
(10)

where, fR denotes radial basis function, xi denotes a training segmented image, yj denotes a testing disease
image, r deviation. If the training segmented image was greatly related with testing image ‘yj’ then image
is categorized by glaucoma disease. Otherwise, image is categorized by normal. Thus, retinal fundus
image is correctly identified as normal or abnormal (Glaucomatous) using better accuracy and minimal
error rate. The pseudo code of the MPCNKFTRS-RBIC Model is explained below,

Figure 5: Regressive segmentation
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Algorithm 1: MPCNKFTRS-RBIC Model

Algorithm 1: Max Pool Convolution Neural Kuan Filtered Tobit Regressive Segmentation based
Radial Basis Image Classifier

Input: database, the retinal fundus image I1; I2; I3 . . . :In

Begin

Step 1: Number of the retinal fundus image I1; I2; I3 . . . :In collected input

Step 2: for each input fundus image

Step 3: Extract the number of pixels

Step 4: Arrange the pixels in the ascending order

Step 5: Take center pixel value ‘qij’

Step 6: Find deviation of pixels

Step 7: Eliminate the noisy pixels

Step 8: return (contrast-enhanced image)

Step 9: end for

Step 10: for each preprocessed image

Step 11: perform Max pooling operation

Step 12: Extract the color, texture, and intensity features

Step 13: end for

Step 14: For each image

Step 15: Apply regression function

Step 16: Measure the similarity between pixels ‘S’

Step 17: Segment the images into different regions

Step 18: end for

Step 19: Apply radial basis function ‘fR’

Step 20: if (fR . thÞ then
Step 21: Image is classified as abnormal

Step 22: else

Step 23: Image is classified as normal

Step 24: end if

End

Algorithm 1 provides step-by-step process of disease using better accuracy. Numerous retinal fundus
images were given at input layer. Next, input is sent to first hidden layer, where preprocessing is
performed using Kuan Filter to remove the noisy pixels. After that, the Max pooling operations are
carried out for reducing input image. Further, Tobit regression is applied to analyze the image pixels and
segment the images into different regions on similarity measure. Lastly, classification is done by output
layer using radial basis function among testing and training image using better accuracy. Depend on
analysis, accurate disease is carried out with minimum time consumption.
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3 Experimental Settings

Simulation of MPCNKFTRS-RBIC and two methods such as Random Implication Image Classifier
Technique (RIICT) [1], Deep convolutional neural networks (DCNN) [2] is implemented using Matrix
Laboratory (MATLAB) simulator with the help of two datasets namely acrima database, https://figshare.com/
articles/CNNs_for_Automatic_Glaucoma_Assessment_using_Fundus_Images_An_Extensive_Validation/
7613135, retina image bank database: https://imagebank.asrs.org/file/28619/stargardt-disease.

In ACRIMA database 705 retinal fundus images are collected for disease detection Here, 396 retinal
fundus images are categorized as glaucomatous or abnormal and 309 images are categorized as normal
images. In the retina image bank database includes 352 retinal fundus images for identifying Stargardt’s
diseases. The experiments are conducted with 200 retinal fundus images from acrima database and retina
image bank database for ten iterations.

4 Results and Discussion

MPCNKFTRS-RBIC and two methods, such as RIICT [1] DCNN [2] are explained using different
performance parameters namely Peak Signal to Noise Ratio, accuracy, Error rate, and time.

Peak Signal to noise ratio: It is calculated depending on the mean square error. It is calculated by
difference among preprocessed image and original fundus image. It is expressed by,

Erm ¼ zp � zo
� 	2

(11)

SNRP ¼ 10 � log10
W 2

Erm


 �
(12)

where, ‘Erm’ refers to a mean square error, ‘zp’ denotes a preprocessing image size and original input image
size ‘zo’, ‘SNRP’ indicates the peak signal to noise ratio as well as ‘W ’ indicates highest possible pixel range,
i.e., 255.

Disease detection accuracy ðDACCÞ: It is referred by number of images that are properly identified by
disease or normal image from entire number of images given as input. It is measured as shown below,

DACC ¼ ADRI
RIm

h i
� 100 (13)

where, DACC indicates the disease detection accuracy, ADRI designates number of images accurately
identified by disease or normal. It is calculated by percentage (%).

Error rate: It is calculated by proportion of amount of retinal fundus images incorrectly detected by
normal or abnormal from the entire amount of input images. It is computed as,

RE ¼ WDRI

RIm

� �
� 100 (14)

where, RE denotes an error rate, ‘WDRI ’ indicates the incorrectly detected retinal images. RE is calculated by
percentage (%).

Disease detection time: It was measured by number of times consumed with algorithm for identifying
the disease or normal image. The Disease detection time is measured as follows,

tGDD ¼ RIm � Time dSIð Þ (15)

where, tGDD denotes the Disease detection time, RIm denotes the number of images, dSI ’ denotes the disease
detection using a single image. It is calculated by milliseconds (ms).
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Tabs. 1a and 1b shows the simulation results of peak signal to noise ratio using different sizes of images
consumed over two databases such as acrima and retina image bank database. The observed results using two
datasets indicate that the MPCNKFTRS-RBIC technique outperforms than other technique to achieve better
peak signal-to-noise ratio compared with existing classification techniques RIICT [1] DCNN [2]. The
ACRIMA database is employed for conducting experiment. Ten outcomes are obtained with different
sizes of images. MPCNKFTRS-RBIC were compared with existing methods. MPCNKFTRS-RBIC
performs a better peak signal to noise ratio as well as minimal mean square error. The average of ten
outcomes indicates that the peak noise ratio of proposed method is considerably enhanced as 11%
compared with RIICT [1] and 30% compared with DCNN [2]. Retina image bank database is applied to
conduct the experiment with various image sizes, as shown in Tab. 1b. From the outcomes,
MPCNKFTRS-RBIC outperforms well with other two existing techniques. Ten outcomes shows peak
signal to noise ratio of proposed method is significantly improved as 11% compared with RIICT [1] and
24% compared with DCNN [2].

Table 1: (a) Peak signal to noise ratio using ACRIMA database

Size of images (KB) Image size Peak signal to noise ratio (dB)

MPCNKFTRS-RBIC RIICT DCNN

21.3 64 * 64 54.15 52.56 41.28

15.4 64 * 64 61.68 56.08 49.04

9.13 64 * 64 63.02 57.76 47.07

16.5 64 * 64 64.60 56.08 48.13

19.7 64 * 64 62.11 54.15 47.3

26.3 128 * 128 64.60 56.08 48.13

17.9 128 * 128 58.58 54.15 46.55

32.2 128 * 128 56.08 51.22 44.05

11.7 128 * 128 62.11 54.15 48.13

10.2 128 * 128 58.58 52.56 45.21

Table 1: (b) Peak signal to noise ratio using retina image bank database

Size of images (KB) Image size Peak signal to noise ratio (dB)

MPCNKFTRS-RBIC RIICT DCNN

30.6 64 * 64 56.08 54.15 48.13

35.8 64 * 64 58.58 52.56 47.3

38.5 64 * 64 56.08 51.22 44.05

35.5 64 * 64 58.58 52.56 45.85

30.0 64 * 64 54.15 50.06 43.02

36.0 128 * 128 55.06 51.22 43.52

51.7 128 * 128 56.08 52.56 45.2

39.0 128 * 128 50.06 46.54 43.52

51.4 128 * 128 56.08 42.55 44.6

54.0 128 * 128 58.58 53.16 47.3
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Figs. 6a and 6b reveals the comparatives analysis of peak signal to noise ratio vs. different sizes of
images with various classification techniques. Figs. 6a and 6b demonstrates various sizes of retinal fundus
image are taken as input for calculating peak signal to noise ratio. MPCNKFTRS-RBIC enhances
performance outcomes compared with existing methods. It is performed with utilizing weighted adaptive
Kuan filtering for finding noisy pixels and other pixels in the image. Noisy pixels are extracted over input
image resulting in improved quality as well as lesser mean square error.

Tabs. 2a and 2b shows the comparative analysis of the disease detection accuracy of three classification
techniques, namely MPCNKFTRS-RBIC technique, RIICT [1] DCNN [2] using two databases.
MPCNKFTRS-RBIC enhances higher accuracy than the conventional methods. Let us consider that
200 retinal fundus images are taken from the two databases. By applying the acrima database, ten various
outcomes are obtained. MPCNKFTRS-RBIC is compared with existing methods. MPCNKFTRS-RBIC
method increases disease detection accuracy as 6% and 13% compared with RIICT [1] and DCNN [2],
respectively. The proposed method is applied to various retinal image databases and accuracy is
measured. The obtained outcomes represent disease detection accuracy of MPCNKFTRS-RBIC is
enhanced as 6% and 14% than the conventional methods.

Figure 6: (a) Comparison chart of peak signal to noise ratio using ACRIMA database (b) Comparison chart
of peak signal to noise ratio using retina image bank database
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Figs. 7a and 7b depicts the performance comparison of disease detection accuracy using two different
databases. The graphical chart shows that the MPCNKFTRS-RBIC technique provides a higher disease
detection accuracy. Significant reason for this improvement is to apply the Tobit regression for image
Segmentation by analyzing the pixel with the extracted features of the retinal fundus image using the
Ruzhicka similarity measure. Then, the segmented image is given with output layer. The radial basis
kernel function is used for estimating testing disease image region as well as the training image region
and classifies the images as normal or abnormal with higher accuracy.

Table 2: (a) Disease detection accuracy (%) using ACRIMA database

Number of images Disease detection accuracy (%) using ACRIMA database

MPCNKFTRS-RBIC RIICT DCNN

20 90 85 75

40 93 87 78

60 92 88 83

80 93 89 86

100 92 88 82

120 96 90 83

140 94 89 85

160 93 88 84

180 96 89 87

200 95 88 86

Table 2: (b) Disease detection accuracy (%) using retina image bank database

Number of images Disease detection accuracy (%) using retina image bank
database

MPCNKFTRS-RBIC RIICT DCNN

20 85 80 70

40 88 83 75

60 90 87 80

80 93 89 84

100 90 85 80

120 95 88 82

140 92 87 84

160 93 86 82

180 95 89 85

200 94 88 84
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Tabs. 3a and 3b shows the comparison results of error rate using three various methods proposed,
MPCNKFTRS-RBIC and RIICT [1] and DCNN [2]. By comparing proposed MPCNKFTRS-RBIC
technique with other methods, it is inferred that the error rate considerably displays better performance.
The experiment is conducted with the ACRIMA database with 200 retinal fundus images. Compared with
two existing methods, our proposed method reduces error rate as 45% compared with RIICT [1] and 65%
compared with DCNN [2]. Similarly, experiment is conducted with the retina image bank database to
calculate the error rate. Among the three methods, the error rate of proposed method is reduced as 40%
and 57% compared with existing techniques.

Figs. 8a and 8b portrays the error rate using 200 eye retinal fundus images using two databases. From
graph, various error rate outcomes are obtained to three techniques with various input images.
MPCNKFTRS-RBIC reduces the error rate with existing techniques. This is because the deep learning
technique performs image preprocessing to enhance quality of disease detection. Besides, image
segmentation process helps to partition the image within various segments. The infected area is accurately
detected. Finally, the radial basis function matches the disease region with the training image, thus
increasing the disease detection accuracy and minimizing the error rate.

Figure 7: (a) Comparison chart of disease detection accuracy using acrima database (b) Comparison chart of
disease detection accuracy using retina image bank database
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Tabs. 4a and 4b explains simulation of disease detection time with retinal fundus images with three
different classification techniques, namely MPCNKFTRS-RBIC technique and RIICT [1] and DCNN [2].
The numbers of retinal fundus images taken from 20 to 200 are gathered from the ACRIMA database
and retina image bank database. Ten various performance outcomes were accomplished by different
counts of input images. Disease detection time of MPCNKFTRS-RBIC is significantly reduced than the
other two conventional techniques. By applying the ACRIMA database, the disease detection time of
MPCNKFTRS-RBIC model is reduced as 17% and 31% compared with [1,2]. Disease detection time of
the MPCNKFTRS-RBIC technique using the retina image bank database is considerably reduced by 16%
and 28% than the conventional classification techniques.

Table 3: (b) Error rate using retina image database

Number of images Error rate (%) using retina image bank database

MPCNKFTRS-RBIC RIICT DCNN

20 15 20 30

40 12 17 25

60 10 13 20

80 7 11 16

100 10 15 20

120 5 12 18

140 8 13 16

160 7 14 18

180 5 11 15

200 6 12 16

Table 3: (a) Error rate using ACRIMA database

Number of images Error rate (%) using ACRIMA database

MPCNKFTRS-RBIC RIICT DCNN

20 10 15 25

40 7 13 22

60 8 12 17

80 7 11 14

100 8 12 18

120 4 10 17

140 6 11 15

160 7 12 16

180 4 11 13

200 5 12 25
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Figure 8: (a) Comparison chart of error rate using ACRIMA database (b) Comparison chart of error rate
using retina image bank database

Table 4: (a) Disease detection time using ACRIMA database

Number of images Disease detection time (ms) using ACRIMA database

MPCNKFTRS-RBIC RIICT DCNN

20 14 18 24

40 16 20 26

60 19 24 29

80 21 27 32

100 25 28 36

120 27 32 39

140 29 35 42

160 34 38 45

180 37 43 49

200 40 46 51

Table 4: (b) Disease detection time using retina image database

Number of images Disease detection time (ms) using retina image bank database

MPCNKFTRS-RBIC RIICT DCNN

20 16 22 27

40 18 24 29

60 20 27 31
(Continued)
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Figs. 9a and 9b illustrates the comparison results of disease detection time using two different databases.
The disease detection time of three classification techniques gets increased while increasing the number of
images. But comparatively MPCNKFTRS-RBIC technique reduces the disease detection time using two
image databases. The reason behinds this improvement is to perform the feature extraction and
segmentation. The Max pooling is performed for minimizing dimensionality of dataset and remove
significant features. The Tobit regression is applied to analyze the pixels, and segment the images into
different regions. Lastly, classification is achieved using radial basis to detect disease with minimum time
consumption.

Figure 9: (a) Comparison chart of disease detection time using ACRIMA database (b) Comparison chart of
disease detection time using retina image bank database

Table 4 (continued)

Number of images Disease detection time (ms) using retina image bank database

MPCNKFTRS-RBIC RIICT DCNN

80 24 28 32

100 25 30 34

120 29 32 38

140 33 36 42

160 35 40 46

180 38 43 50

200 40 46 52
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5 Conclusion

An efficient technique called the MPCNKFTRS-RBIC model is developed for improving the disease
identification at an earlier stage using retinal fundus images with minimum time consumption. The
MPCNKFTRS-RBIC technique performs four various processes to achieve the above contribution. The
input retinal fundus images are preprocessed by applying the weighted adaptive Kuan filter for enhancing
peak signal to noise ratio. After that, significant features are removed over preprocessed image. With
significant features, segmentation is performed for partitioning images into different regions. Lastly,
classification is done using radial basis for identifying normal or abnormal images by better accuracy.
Simulation is performed using two image databases, as well as different metrics. This proposed model
needs to be enhanced and trained with low resolution and highly degraded images. MPCNKFTRS-RBIC
considerably increases accuracy as well as reduces the feature extraction time and error rate compared to
other baseline approaches.
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